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ABSTRACT
When a person determines what he will say and how he will
say it, he relies upon beliefs that he predicts to be shared with
his audience. The difficulty of this inference task is amplified
when a person speaks to a computer, because it is unclear
what the computer knows and how the computer will use its
knowledge to interpret the speaker’s utterance. This lack of
transparency and predictably are barriers for natural language
interfaces. Despite advances in natural language processing,
interpretation failures are not going away. In human-human
linguistic communication, ambiguity, vagueness and under-
specification are frequent; and the listener is expected to be
resilient and flexibly shift between different interpretations
when needed, or diagnose when a discrepancy between the
speaker and listener’s communication goals or beliefs are re-
sponsible for the communication failure.

This paper takes the position that augmenting a NLI with non-
linguistic modalities may present a mode for recovering from
interpretation failures that is richer than relying solely on di-
alogue. The paper presents a categorization of the levels of
information where interpretation failures may occur, and ex-
plains the authors’ ongoing research using the framework.
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CONTEXT AND MOTIVATION
When people communicate using natural language, we do so
in service of specific communication goals. Similar to other
purposeful actions, when we speak we try to minimize the ef-
fort required to achieve our goals. Fortunately, we can share
some of the burden with our audience—in fact, we expect our
listeners will cooperate. This means they have to share our
communication goal(s), and have some way to determine if
communication has succeeded. When we communicate with
a computer, it’s harder, because we don’t necessarily know
what the computer knows nor how it will interpret our mes-
sage. This lack of predictability is detrimental to linguistic
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communication because the content and form of our utter-
ances is influenced by what we expect our audience knows.

When a speaker’s message omits information that is essential
to its interpretation, the audience is expected to infer what
speaker meant from what he said. From an HCI perspec-
tive, the option for users to choose what information to leave
out is what gives natural language interfaces their competi-
tive advantage other other methods of supplying information
to a computer. The user (speaker) of an natural language in-
terface can choose the information he wants to communicate
and the level of detail, leaving the missing information to be
filled in by presumably intelligent defaults. The requirement
of recovering the intended hidden information poses major
challenges for natural language processing: for instance, it
is difficult to draw the line between what information was
intended to be inferred and what was intended to remain un-
derspecified. A computer interpreter may over-cooperate and
make assumptions that we did not expect or think were justi-
fied; for instance, imagine if Google Calendar, in addition to
assuming that by entering “dinner” you intended the event to
occur tonight, also chose who would join you for dinner!

Wherever there is missing information, there is an inference
challenge and room for misinterpretation. Here we summa-
rize the major categories of missing information in natural
language:

Divergent Beliefs: The speaker may overestimate the mu-
tual beliefs of the listener, and communicate information
that requires background knowledge that the listener does
not possess. More specifically, there are many relevant
types of knowledge the listener may lack including: the
lexical entries (e.g. words), the senses of the words (dis-
joint semantic effects), and the entities being referenced
(context set) . Often computers lack the same set of refer-
ents: your phone will correctly respond to “call Mom” but
not “call her back”. Sometimes computers have too large
a context set: “call John” presents you with 14 guys, some
of whom you haven’t talked with in years. Note that as-
sumed background knowledge is a function of social iden-
tity. If you say “meeting during IAP”, you should expect
the sense of “IAP” that means a period in the month of
January is only known to members of the MIT community.
The acronym “MIT” itself—the sense meaning a university
in Cambridge, is also a convention shared among a spe-
cific set of people; and your decision whether to use this
acronym will be influenced by the identifies you are able
to impart upon your audience.



Divergent Communication Goals: Failure can occur at a prag-
matic level: namely when the communication goals are in-
correctly recognized. Goals can be simple, such as com-
municating the identity of the entree to a waiter; or very
complex: consider the social goal of convincing Susan that
Thomas is a dishonest person. Son: “How far away is Le-
gal Seafood?” Mother: “There are leftovers in the refriger-
ator.”

Vagueness: Vagueness is pervasive and can come from words
with vague semantics (e.g. “good”, “near”), or when a
listener hedges the precision of his claim either implic-
itly (e.g. “I live 100 miles from here” ) or explicitly (e.g.
“nearly a mile”). With vagueness, the listener is not ex-
pected to infer the missing information; as opposed to am-
biguity, where the listener is expected to supply informa-
tion or choose between multiple, conflicting interpretations.

Underspecification: Commonsense assumptions, or what lin-
guists cal conversational implicatures, are one of the key
sources of missing information in an utterance. They can
be thought of as an extreme form of vagueness: when in-
formation is missing entirely from the utterance.

Ambiguity: Ambiguity is when the utterance contains miss-
ing information that needs to be resolved by the listener,
and in doing so, the listener must decide between two or
more mutually exclusive interpretations. Structural and lex-
ical ambiguity are two common varieties. Suppose you say
“dinner at 6” to Google Calendar. It will create a new event
and correctly populate the starting time to 6 pm. However,
if you enter “dinner at 9”, it will misinterpret the time ref-
erence as the inaccurate 9 am. If you say this to a person,
he will resolve the lexical ambiguity by cooperatively as-
sume that you mean 9 pm and not am.

To further complicate the matter, the listener is expected to
interpret and re-interpret the speaker’s utterance on-line, re-
vising old assumptions if they are inconsistent with new infor-
mation [2]. Continuing the previous “dinner at 9” example,
our listener would revise his assumptions if you gave him ad-
ditional, conflicting information, for example that “9” is the
name of a nearby restaurant.

We hope the above examples have convinced you that inter-
pretation failures, particularly at the pragmatic level, are an
inescapable part of the communication process. Currently,
when a computer interprets natural language, the human user
is excluded from the interpretation process, or can only in-
teract using a single modality (natural language: spoken or
written). How can users interact with these underlying as-
sumptions? How can we make it easier to repair interpre-
tation failures when they inevitability occur, ideally so that
the computer does not make the same mistake again? How
should we reveal the assumptions involved with language in-
terpretation to end-users in a way that is analogous to a good
debugging tool, which allows programmers to quickly track
down and correct the root cause of a problem?

THE ANATOMY OF AN INTERPRETATION FAILURE
A person may need to access the following pieces of informa-
tion to accurately predict the interpretive abilities of a NLI:

1. What the interface knows, including:

(a) the words it knows

(b) the senses of the words it knows

(c) the entities it can possibly refer to (the context set)

2. How the interface derived the interpretation, including:

(a) the senses of the user’s words it chose

(b) the syntactic structures it inferred

(c) the pragmatic assumptions it assumed

(d) the subset of semantic structures (from 1c) it refer-
enced (the target set)

All of these pieces of information are only important when
the speaker and listener have collectively failed to achieve the
shared communication goal; namely, in all cases but when the
speaker believes his audience has demonstrated sufficient un-
derstanding of the intended message, meeting some ground-
ing criteria [4] that indicates mutual belief has been estab-
lished. Showing an end-user all of this information at once
would certainly be distracting.

The goal of the above taxonomy is to help NLI designers
to be explicit about which components of the interpreter are
constrained; so users are not mislead into believing they are
interacting with a human-like language understander. For
instance, if we build interfaces that are restricted to a con-
strained communication task, we are granted an incredibly
powerful assumption: we have a communication goal that we
can assume the user and computer collectively share and act
toward. Meeting the grounding criteria means the interpreta-
tion was successful. When the grounding criteria is not met—
which is common, it is an opportunity to repair knowledge to
improve the interpreter, provided that the user is able to work
with the background data in (1a-c) and data derived from the
procedures of (2a-d). In a later section, we describe our cur-
rent research on an event communication task where there is
a clear grounding criteria.

The taxonomy also allows us to more explicitly differentiate
types of interpretation failures, which each may require their
own unique mode of interaction. For example, in the context
of interpreting referring expressions [8] one way to address
the problem of opaque referents (1c) is by displaying what
target set has been derived from the context set during the
interpretation process (steps 2a-d).

Our research has focused on recovering from pragmatic level
interpretation failures (specifically 1c; 2c-d); and, in order to
do so, we are building an interface that gives novice users
control over these parts of the interpretation process. For ex-
ample, to address the problem of determining which referents
are plausible from all the referents that are possible, we need
to negotiate the assumptions that constraint the context set
(1c) with the user (2c). We have built an interface that shows
users a visual representation of what assumptions have been
made, and allows them to add new assumptions and edit the
conditions under which these assumptions are triggered.



We suspect that the medium of natural language is not the
best way to deal with failures in understanding natural lan-
guage, because it forces the user to continue using a modality
that has just demonstrated it has flaws. Only allowing the
user to continue interacting using the same buggy medium
is a sure path to user frustration. By providing a direct ma-
nipulation interface that the user can use to debug and edit the
interpretation directly. Conventional menu and icon-based in-
terfaces can give the user access and control to the full infor-
mation state of a computer program, but regrettably can only
present a small number of choices to the user at any one time.
On the other hand, NLIs like Google Calendar allow users
to interact using natural language, which gives the user the
freedom to choose what to say and at which levels of gran-
ularity. The main virtue of an NLI is that a speaker doesn’t
have to include all details in the message; she can rely on
the interpreter to unpack all of the information she intended
to convey. This transfers the burden of using assumptions to
resolve ambiguities and fill in missing details onto the inter-
preter. Until NLP is fully capable of dealing with this burden,
we take the position of [6] that the problem is best solved
through a multi-modal approach which combines the contri-
butions of a natural language interface with traditional, direct-
manipulation interface. Said another way, multi-modal inter-
actions can provide “training wheels” for developing natural
language interfaces.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In general, we are seeking the best strategies for recognizing
and repairing language interpretation failures. Our research
specifically focuses on how to repair assumptions for natural
language interpretation of event descriptions. Here are spe-
cific questions we are working to answer:

1. When should we issue a clarification request? Accommo-
dation or bridging [5], is when the interpreter, facing a
problem with his current set of assumptions, searches /
backtracks until they comply with the presuppositions in
the speaker’s words. When accommodation fails, namely
the interpreter cannot find an appropriate interpretation on
his own, then it is appropriate to issue a clarification re-
quest [3]. By tracking decisions and their resulting inter-
pretation effects, we can characterize the clarification po-
tential at each decision point [1].

2. How does the interpreter’s transparency affect the inter-
face’s overall usability? How does the transparency affect
the work the user perceives the interface to be doing? Does
knowing the status of the overall interpretation help the
user achieve the communication goal? Does having con-
trol over the interpretation decisions help the user achieve
the communication goal?

ONGOING RESEARCH
We have created an interface with the goal of responding to
and recovering from semantic and pragmatic communication
failures. There are two distinct contributions: The first is an
implemented system that both interprets and generates En-
glish referring expressions, which came out of the view that
language generation can be modeled as a belief-state planning

problem, and interpretation as the problem of goal recogni-
tion. Our second research effort is to evaluate natural lan-
guage interfaces that have been extended with direct manipu-
lation interfaces in their effectiveness for allowing end-users
to detect and recover from different types of communication
failures.

Using a model of language generation and interpretation based
on planning and plan recognition, we capture, through user
contributions, word definitions and commonsense assumptions–
and we represent both as belief-changing actions. Using vi-
sualizations and a direct manipulation interface, users can ac-
cess the interpretation status, inspect which assumptions were
made, and suggest or modify existing assumptions. With the
aim of providing the functional equivalence of the negotiation
stage in interpersonal dialogue, we evaluate the interface by
how it allows users to revise and extend assumptions toward
successful interpretation.

Figure 1. A prototype of the interface, showing the overall progress to-
ward the interpretation goal.

The interface presents the user with a visualization that rep-
resents the overall status of the interpretation. When there are
multiple valid interpretations, the user can visualize these by
clicking through them. When a user clicks on an action (rep-
resented as a circle) they are given the option to remove or re-
vise it. After modifying an action, the interface will adjust the
contrast set and change the status of the overall interpretation
process, removing or adding words to the input description if
necessary. When the user edits the contrast set or target set,
the system determines if this action conflicts with previous
assumptions, and otherwise adds it to the interpretation and
adjusts the corresponding interpretation status.

Task: communicating English event descriptions
Our interface is part of a personal calendaring application,
where the user’s communication task is to describe a concrete
event representation to a computer. The interface’s commu-
nication goal is to recover the same concrete event that the
user intended to convey with her description; moving it into
the common ground. We represent the result of an event in-
terpretation using four event components; and so our com-
munication task can be translated into four selection tasks:



1. Picking a starting time from a set of 1440 minutes in a
day.

2. Picking a starting day from the set of 365n days in the
next n = 5 years.

3. Picking a location from the set of all locations in a Point
of Interest database, e.g., Yahoo! Local API.

4. Picking a group of people from the set of 2n subgroups
of an n-person social network, e.g. Facebook or Google
Contacts.

Any combination of multiple choices (subsets) for each com-
ponent forms a potential belief state, which initially repre-
sents all of the possible events that can be communicated. For
our task domain, the collaborative goal is for the computer
and user to establish a definite reference for an event’s starting
time, starting day, location and attendees. Communication
progresses from a state of maximal uncertainty about each
of the event’s components, to complete certainty, when each
event component contains one member, and thus there is only
one event in the belief state (overall size = 1 = 1×1×1×1).

Users can communicate the event using two modalities: writ-
ten natural language and direct manipulation. Analogous to
a direct manipulation selection task, the linguistic task of in-
dividuating specific items from a set is called generating a
referring expression [8]. To do this, the user must first se-
lect words that discriminate the intended referents from the
possible referents. For example, the referring expression “to-
morrow” selects an individual starting day from a set of possi-
ble days. The intended referent, e.g. November 8th, is called
the target set and is selected from possible referents called
the context set, whose non-target set members comprise the
contrast set.

Figure 2. Starting with a context set (leftmost circle) containing 6 mem-
bers, the referring expression “yellow square” incrementally generates
a target set with one member and a contrast set with 5. The progression
from left to right shows two actions segments of the interpretation pro-
cess.

For our problem domain, referring expressions are concerned
with localizing specific times, locations and participants for
events. Here are some examples of each type that we will
expect to cover:

• Starting Time referring expressions: at noon, at 6pm,
after dinner,

• Starting Day referring expressions: next friday, before
November, today

• Location referring expressions: at Legal, at home, nearby,

• Social referring expression: with mom, along with Susan,
with Bill’s friends,

Because our event communication task is constrained, it gives
us clear criteria of when the communication goal has been
met; or, to use another term from sociolinguistics, when both
participants’ grounding criteria has been met—there is a sin-
gle member in all of the four target sets.

Grounding Criteria: Does the set of referents (target set)
specify a concrete event description?

In this view, a single interpretation of an event description
is a sequence of interleaved belief state refinement actions,
which can either be caused by the user, using language or di-
rect manipulation, or by the interpreter putting forth assump-
tions. This is conveyed in figure 3:

Figure 3. Here we have added three additional objects (large squares)
to the context set of figure 2, and show an example of the interpreter
cooperatively adding an assumption toward the joint goal deriving an
interpretation.

In figure 3, the interpreter offers the assumption that the user
intended to specify small items. For concreteness, imagine
that these are sweets on a dessert tray, and a friend is asking
you to pass him one. You know that your friend is on a diet,
so when he begins to describe a sugary dessert item, saying
“yellow. . . ”, you cooperatively provide the assumption that
he wants a smaller portion.

Each action, either corresponding to a word or an implicit
assumption, is a step in the belief state plan toward achieving
the communication goal. Following [2, 7], controlling which
assumptions and word-producing actions are deployed can be
construed as a planning problem, where the goal is to find the
interpretation path(s) with the lowest cost.

Any interpretation is a specific plan, and we use a subway
map as a visual metaphor to represent the plan’s progress (fig-
ure 4). As the plan progresses toward the grounding criteria,
we extend the line from starting belief state (containing the
full contrast set) to the right, a goal state, where the set size is
1.

The next step in this ongoing research is to conduct a large-
scale user experiment to answer the questions described in
the previous section. The long term goal of this research is
to lower the cost for interacting with an NLI so end users can
contribute to the linguistic interpretation process, we can col-
lect culture-specific lexical and semantic knowledge directly
from the members of the cultural group who possess it. This
knowledge is essential for the pragmatic task of deriving what
a speaker meant from what they said.



Figure 4. This subway visualization shows the interpretation plan from
figure 3 that a user could to see the status of the interpretation task and
alter its decisions. The line colors convey which event component is being
represented. Circles represent action’s effects and the current size of the
target set after the action. User actions, denoted by white circles Â,
are observed words or interface actions; assumptions that the computer
made are filled circles Ë. The numbers indicate the size of the current
target set, progressing from left to the rightmost goal state: Ê or À. We
use a logarithmic scale because the last refinements tend to involve very
small belief states.
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